
Drop-Down with Flash Video Below It Transparent
Posted by craad - 2010/07/12 00:48
_____________________________________

I got my drop-down menu to function fine for the major browsers I checked (Safari/Firefox - Mac, IE/Safari - PC) except
for Firefox - PC. Right below my navigation is a flash video. I am using the latest version of all these browsers including
the latest version of flash. My video requires flash 8 to play. I had added


wmode="transparent"

to the flash object tag which resolved the issue of the drop-down menu appearing behind the flash video in IE on the PC.
Now, in Firefox for the PC, the drop-down menu appears over the flash video but when I mouse over a sub-category that
portion of the drop-down menu becomes transparent (or disappears). I am not sure why. Could someone please shed
some light on this? 

My website is here.

Thank you and I look forward to your response.

============================================================================

Re:Drop-Down with Flash Video Below It Transparent
Posted by admin - 2010/07/12 06:49
_____________________________________

Hello,

HTML code for Flash object is incorrect. Correct code should look like:



	
      
      	
	



Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Drop-Down with Flash Video Below It Transparent
Posted by craad - 2010/07/12 18:29
_____________________________________

Great, thank you!!

============================================================================

Re:Drop-Down with Flash Video Below It Transparent
Posted by craad - 2010/07/23 15:07
_____________________________________

I recently updated firefox on my mac as well as flash to the latest version. Now the drop-down menu appears to be
glitchy and unstable. Do you have any advice as to how I can fix this?

============================================================================

Re:Drop-Down with Flash Video Below It Transparent
Posted by admin - 2010/07/23 15:16
_____________________________________

Sorry, but we can't check it on Mac OS. It seems this software specific issue.
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Regards,
ARI Soft
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